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Abstract: Thiis paper descrribes simple real-time
r
operrating
system RTMO
ON which was developed at our institute as a
teaching aid for
f lessons of microcontroller
m
r programmingg. The
system allowss students to simply write applications in C
language withh several concurrrently runningg processes. It works
w
with Freescalle HCS08 GB
B60 and QE1228 and Atmel AVR
Mega8 microccontrollers.
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1. INTRODU
UCTION
CUs a real tim
me operating syystem
When proogramming MC
(RTOS) can be
b used to help solve the usuall problems relatted to
this task, suuch as need for executinng multiple tasks
concurrently, quick responsee to high prioritty events, manaaging
M
etc. In ourr lessons we incclude
hardware resoources of the MCU,
also RTOS based programming.
Us, RTOS are used
u
quite often; on
On 16-bit or 32-bit MCU
smaller 8-bit systems
s
it is noot usually so ass these systems have
limited memoory and CPU power
p
and it is
i more efficieent to
write the requuired program without
w
RTOS. Nevertheless, if
i the
RTOS is smalll enough to fitt into such MC
CU, it can still bring
the same advaantages as on biigger MCUs. Inn our lessons we
w use
8-bit MCU froom the HCS08 family made by
b Freescale. As
A we
wanted to incclude a RTOS programming techniques intoo our
lessons we neeeded a RTOS capable of runnning on this MCU.
M
When we lookk at the availabble RTOS theree are plenty of them.
t
As mentionedd above, most of
o them are foocused on biggeer 16
and 32-bit MC
CUs, but there are
a some whichh support also small
s
8 bit MCUs, for example, FreeRTOS (****, 2009) which is
distributed undder GPL licensse and currentlyy officially portted to
23 architecturres. Another example
e
is MiccroC/OS-II (Moorton,
2001; ***, 2010) which iss also free forr educational, nonu
It is suiitable for use in safety crritical
commercial use.
embedded sysstems such as aviation
a
or meddical systems and
a is
ported to greeat number of architectures including Freeescale
HC08 and Atm
mel AVR.
One disaddvantage of usiing such a proofessional systeem is
that it is oftenn quite complexx due to the wiide options it offers;
typical RTOS
S for 32 bit MCU
M
containss drivers for USB,
U
Ethernet etc. and even thouugh it is configurable to work in
simple arrangeements, the useer can still havee too many thinngs to
worry about. Moreover, we already hadd an RTOS syystem
developed at our institute foor PC based syystems and also for
HC11, and itss interface is knnown to the stuudents. So, evenn if it
would be posssible to choose from existing systems,
s
we deccided
to implement a light-weight clone of the RTMON
R
system
m for
our lessons. Once
O
the systeem was up annd running forr our
HCS08 derivaative (GB60) itt became usefuul to port it to other
derivatives alsso. As a resultt, RTMON currrently supportss two
members of HCS08
H
MCU faamily: GB60 annd QE128, andd also
Atmel AVR ATmega8.
A
Addiing new derivaative is quite sim
mple,
so the list willl possibly grow
w in the future. In
I the followingg text
we describe thhe properties off the RTMON foor HC08 (and AVR)
A
microcontrolleers, the originaal system for PC and HC111 has
wider options..

2. IM
MPLEMENT
TATION OF THE SYSTE
EM
RTMON
R
is pree-emptive multtitasking OS which
w
is highlyy
simp
plified for easyy use by the students. It iss written in C
lang
guage except foor a small, plattform-specific part written inn
assembler. The syystem supportss execution off two differentt
typees of tasks (proccesses): normal processes whicch execute onlyy
oncee (such proceesses typically contain infin
nite loop) andd
perio
odical processees which are staarted automaticcally by the OS
S
at certain
c
period. These periodiical processes are useful forr
man
ny applications, typically in diiscrete controlleers which needd
to peeriodically sam
mple the input signal and updatee the outputs.
The
T RTMON iss used as a preccompiled librarry accompaniedd
by a header file. Thhis simplifies tthe organization
n of the projectt
and the build proocess. User enaables RTMON
N usage in hiss
prog
gram by includding the headerr file (rtmon.h)) in his sourcee
and adding the librrary to his projject. Currently the library andd
samp
ple projects aree available two development tools:
t
Freescalee
Cod
deWarrior and Atmel
A
AVR Stuudio with WinA
AVR suite.
If
I needed, useer can also reebuild the RT
TMON library..
Typiically this is useful
u
to changge the configu
uration such ass
max
ximum number of tasks, lengthh of the OS tim
me period (tick),,
etc. There is docum
mentation whichh describes thee procedure andd
also projects for thhe two supporteed IDEs, which
h can be simplyy
open
ned and rebuildd.
For
F the sake off simplicity of both the impleementation andd
usag
ge, several restrrictions are appplied. First, the RAM memoryy
for processes and their stacks is statically alllocated for thee
max
ximal number of
o processes as defined in con
nfiguration file..
In th
he user program
m, it is not posssible to use thiss memory evenn
if th
here are fewer processes deffined. In case more RAM iss
need
ded for the useer program, thee maximum nu
umber of taskss
and//or stack-pool size
s can be channged in configu
uration file andd
the RTMON
R
libraryy must be rebuiild.
The
T priority off each task muust be unique, so
s that in eachh
mom
ment one task (tthe one with higghest priority) can be selectedd
and executed on thhe CPU. Processses can be creaated on the fly,,
but it
i is not possiblle to free and reeuse memory of a process. Noo
moree than the maxximal number of processes can
c be created,,
even
n if some processes were previiously deleted.
However,
H
thesee restrictions doo not present an
ny problem forr
most applications and
a allow for sm
mall kernel cod
de size and easee
of usse.
2.1 Kernel
K
objectss
There
T
are only two data structuures which RTM
MON contains::
a process and a quueue. The queuees are buffers for
f transferringg
dataa between processes. Several queues can bee created, eachh
conttaining a “messsage” (data bufffer) of certain
n size. The sizee
can be specified when creating thhe queue and iss limited by thee
totall size of RAM
M reserved for all buffers of all the queuess
(queeue pool size). Processes cann read and write data to thee
queu
ue and wait forr the queue to become empty
y or to becomee
full. This allow
ws using a queue also for processs
syncchronization.

2.2 Kernel operation
The OS uses timer interrupt which occurs at certain period
(e.g. 10 ms) to periodically execute the scheduler, which
decides which process will run in next time slice. The timer
interrupt routine is implemented in assembler for HCS08
MCUs and in C for AVR MCUs. It first stores CPU registers
onto the stack and then calls RTMON kernel, which is a C
function. The kernel then finds the process with highest priority
which is in ready-to-run state and switches the context, so that
the code of this process is executed after return from the
interrupt service routine. If no process is ready to run, then a
special dummy process is executed. This dummy process is
contained within RTMON code and does nothing.
Task descriptor in RTMON is a C-language structure
(IDPROC) which occupies 18 bytes of memory (given that char
is 8-bit and int is 16-bit). The size of RAM required, for
example, for 10 user-defined processes is then 12 x 18 = 216
bytes - there are two extra structures reserved for the init and
dummy processes. The memory consumption may be reduced if
we limit some of the values (e.g. stack size and time intervals)
to 8 bits. This is enabled by RTMON_SMALL directive and it
reduces the size of RAM required for one process to 14 bytes.
There is an array of these structures with the number of
items defined by RTMON_MAXPROCESSES constant in
rtmon configuration file.
The structure for a queue (IDQUEUE) requires 10 bytes of
RAM and similarly as for processes, RTMON allocates array of
IDQUEUE structures with the number of items defined by
RTMON_MAXQUEUES constant.

3. RTMON SERVICES
The OS provides set of services to user applications to
manipulate processes and queues. Each service corresponds to a
function in the RTMON library which user program can call.
The services for processes are as follows:
• Create a process
• Start a process
• Stop a process
• Delay a process
• Continue process execution
• Abort (delete) a process
For queues there are the following functions:
• Create a queue (specify size)
• Write to a queue with or without waiting
• Read from a queue with or without waiting
3.1 Example of usage
To create an application which takes advantage of RTMON th e
uses needs to perform several simple steps:
Step 1: Define variables for process identificators, e.g.:
IDPROC* init, *p1;
Step 2: initialize rtmon (typically in the main function):
rtm_init(&init);
Step 3: Create user processes
rtm_create_p("proc1", 10, proc1, 64, &p1);
This call creates process with priority 10 and stack size of 64
bytes. The body of the process is in function proc1 which
should have the following prototype: void proc1(void). The
variable p1 receives the ID of the newly created process and is
used in all further calls to RTMON services to manipulate this
process.
Step 4: Start one or more processes
rtm_start_p(p1,0,5);
This call starts process p1. The number 0 means that the
process is started immediately (with delay of 0 ticks) and the
number 5 means the process is started with period 5 ticks (it
will be automatically started by RTMON each 5 ticks).

Step 5: Delay the init function
rtm_delay_p(init,0);
By this call the init process (main function) puts itself into
infinite sleep and thus allows other processes to run. At this line
the execution of main stops and it moves to the process with
highest priority.
The code of each user process is contained in a C function.
Example of a simple process can be:
void proc1(void)
{
rtm_stop_p(p1);
}
This process does nothing, it just calls rtm_stop_p(p1)
informing the system that it stopped execution.

4. CONCLUSION
A simple real-time operating system for Freescale HCS08
microcontrollers has been created, intended as a teaching aid
for lessons of microcontroller programming. Its interface is
based on already existing version of the system for PC and
older HC11 microcontroller, but the internals have been written
completely for the scratch to allow it to work with limited data
and code memory of small 8-bit microcontrollers. RTMON is a
pre-emptive multitasking system which allows defining
processes up to certain number (typically 10) and running these
processes either in infinite loops or periodically with given
period.
The available functions are very simple due to the limited
memory of the target microcontrollers and intended use of the
system, but still the system provides the advantage of easy
implementation of embedded system as a set of independent,
concurrently running tasks.
The main limitation of current implementation can be seen
in the relatively wasteful use of RAM memory for process
stacks and queues which are allocated at build-time of the
RTMON library and must be therefore defined in close relation
with intended application, number of processes and their
contents. This implementation is advantageous for school
exercises because it allows easier usage, but for practical use in
the industry it is not comfortable as it requires rebuilding the
library for each application. However, this rebuild is not a
difficult task, so even in this implementation the system is
usable.
Currently, RTMON is ported to Freescale HCS08 GB60
and QE128 derivatives and to Atmel AVR Mega8. The source
is structured for easy modification and porting to other
platforms. For the future it would obviously be desirable to port
it to different MCUs, but also to extend the functionality by
some I/O drivers, such us driver for general purpose inputs and
outputs, serial communication etc.
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